Summarised Background of 33 Program
Bangladesh is a land of 170 Million people. It is enriched in men power and natural
resources. But the people of Bangladesh are not free from sufferings yet, have not achieved
its true freedom from the bondage of the plotters, conspirers and two dynastic ruling class
even after 45 years of independence from Pakistan. Bongo Bondu Shekh Mujib Rahman
being inspired by Mawlana Abdul Hamid Khan Bhashani who could persuade the valiant
sons of Bangladesh, led the independence movement. In this sense it is true that he is a
great hero. But in the post liberation Bangladesh, the people have suffered by the followers
of shekh mujib more than the way being exploited by then Pakistani rulers, which started
within a very short time. As a result, some bold heroes came out to put an end of it and 15th
August is outcome of their attempt. After that Major Zia came up to rebuild this war
devastated country. People had a hopes, and started dreaming of new Bangladesh.
Bangladesh was marching towards it prosperity. But within a short span of time, that Ziaur's
formed party embedded on corruption festival. In every organs of the society and state,
corruption netted it's hive. This situation has been created due to the absence of good
minded people who remained away from participation in building society and state. The
honest people do not come to contribute to it, because, there is no proper environment for
them. Miscreants and dynastic force held their position in such a way that there is no room
for the well-educated and mannered patriots to engage in the wellbeing of my mother land.
As a result, The gap between privileged and non-privileged is widening day by day. The
riches getting richer, poor getting poorer. There is no coincide anywhere, nor a helm man
who will show this ill-fated nation a peaceful and prosperous Bangladesh .
The tortured and exploited people of Bangladesh is awaiting salvation from exploitation and
tortures of the ruling class. The environment of my beloved mother land is being stormed by
the torments and tears of the exploited people. The terrorist made Bangladesh as their safe
hub and corruption got its escalated paradise. The oppression mongering dynasties are in a
horrible play being trapped in superiority complex. in the name of democracy , the dynasties
are causing uncounted sufferings to my people. Because of their nephew-tism, Bangladesh
achieved it championship thrice in world corruption. To get a relief from this situation, we
have to have a pledge, achieve quality and training. Bangladesh needs a group of sons who
will be thinking of the country in a dynamic way having pledge to present an exemplary
happy, peaceful and prosperous Bangladesh to the world.
At this situation, we the conscious people have to rethink of it, have to have a planned
movement that will ensure opportunities for all, create a group of valiant and qualified
citizens equipped with educational, social and political values who will bring out Bangladesh
from the grip of blood suckers. Out of that thinking, My 33 program is invented which will
generate a movement of change in Bangladesh through a radical change from root level.

